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Microsoft Visio 2013 Step By Step (Step by Step (Microsoft))Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		The smart way to learn Microsoft Visio 2013—one step at a time!

	
		Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to create professional-looking business and technical diagrams with Visio 2013. With Step by Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just when...
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Mapping and Visualization with SuperColliderPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create interactive and responsive audio-visual applications with SuperCollider


	Overview

	
		Master 2D computer-generated graphics and animation
	
		Perform complex encodings and audio/data analysis
	
		Implement intelligent generative audio-visual systems



	In...
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Excel 2016 VBA and Macros (includes Content Update Program) (MrExcel Library)Que, 2015

	MASTER CORE EXCEL 2016 TOOLS FOR BUILDING POWERFUL, RELIABLE SPREADSHEETS!


	 


	Use this guide to automate virtually any routine task: save yourself hours, days, maybe even weeks! Make Excel do things you thought were impossible, discover macro...
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iOS Game Development By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to develop an ace game for your iOS device, using Sprite Kit


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the Sprite Kit engine and create games on the iOS platform from the ground up
	
		Acquaint your Sprite Kit knowledge with Swift programming and turn your 2D game conceptualization into reality...
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D3.js By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to use the facilities provided by D3.js to create data-driven visualizations
	
		Explore the concepts of D3.js through examples that enable you to quickly create visualizations including charts, network diagrams, and maps
	
		Get practical examples of visualizations using...
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Beginning Jenkins Blue Ocean: Create Elegant Pipelines With EaseApress, 2018

	
		
			Dive deep into Jenkins Blue Ocean and discover how easy creating a pipeline can be. You’ll see how Blue Ocean provides a better user experience when designing, running, and visualizing pipelines. This book shows you its intuitive user interface and its powerful pipeline editor and how this makes it a tool for everyone....
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3D Game Engine Programming (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Developing your own 3D game engine can be a demanding task. If you?re up for the challenge, then "3D Game Engine Programming" is ready to take you through each step. All you need to begin is a working knowledge of C or C++and basic knowledge of the DirectX and Direct3D interfaces. With these skills behind you, you?re ready to tackle the...
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Practical DMX Queries for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008McGraw-Hill, 2010

	250+ Ready-to-Use, Powerful DMX Queries


	Transform data mining model information into actionable business intelligence using the Data Mining Extensions (DMX) language. Practical DMX Queries for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008 contains more than 250 downloadable DMX queries you can use to extract and visualize...
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VBA and Macros: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)Que, 2010

	Use Excel 2010 VBA and macros to automate virtually any routine task, and save yourself hours, days, maybe even weeks. Then learn how to make Excel do things you thought were simply impossible! This book reveals scripting techniques you won’t find anywhere else and shows you how to create automated reports that are...
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Animating with Stop Motion ProFocal Press, 2010

	This book is designed to explore the history and technique of stop motion animation. The software is secondary and is in fact so easy to use and ingenious that it allows you to concentrate on the art instead of the technology. You will need to use a computer, a camera, and connectors, so let’s get these issues out of the way so we can...
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Interactive Data Visualization for the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create and publish your own interactive data visualization projects on the Web—even if you have little or no experience with data visualization or web development. It’s easy and fun with this practical, hands-on introduction. Author Scott Murray teaches you the fundamental concepts and methods of D3, a JavaScript library...
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Idea to Image in Photoshop CS2: Rick Sammon's Guide to Enhancing Your Digital PhotographsPeachpit Press, 2006
From "America's Most Popular Photo Expert" comes this beautiful book on working and playing with the Photoshop digital darkroom.

World-famous, award-winning professional photographer and writer Rick Sammon, author of 25 books and host of 2 television programs,...
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